
Autumn 2 MTP - Reception

Week 1
1/11

Diwali 4/11/21
Bonfire Night 5/11/21

Week 2
8/11

Week 3
15/11

Week 4
22/11

Week 5
29/11

Week 6
6/12

Week 7
13/12

Book focus

Extending vocabulary.

Talking about stories, characters
and settings.

If All The World Were… If All The World Were… Elmer Elmer Elmer Dream Snow Dream Snow

Words of the Week Celebrate

Diwali

Hindu

Bonfire

Special

Rustling

Memories

Kaleidoscope

Unique

Different

Jungle

Decorate

Old

Young

Fat

Thin

Parade

Proud

Herd

Patchwork

Decorate

Barn

Snowflake

Cosy

Sparkle

Thankful

Dream

Festive

Phonics
5 sessions per week

Letter formation.

Segment and blend words.

Write initial and end sounds.

Recognising words and reading
captions.

Phonics focus:

Introduce set 1 sounds g, o,
ck

Introduce red word ‘is’

Begin to read CV and CVC
words containing new sounds

Write initial and end sounds

Letter formation

Phonics focus:

Introduce set 1 sounds u, b,
f, e

Introduce red word ‘was, my’

Read CV and CVC words
containing new sounds

Write initial and end sounds

Letter formation

Phonics focus:

Introduce set 1 sounds l, h,
sh, r

Introduce red word ‘we, be,
me’

Read CV and CVC words
containing new sounds

Write initial and end sounds

Read short captions
containing known sounds

Letter formation

Phonics focus:

Introduce set 1 sounds j, v,
y, w

Introduce red word ‘he, she’

Read CV and CVC words
containing new sounds

Write initial and end sounds

Read short captions
containing known sounds

Letter formation

Phonics focus:

Introduce set 1 sounds j, v, y,
w

Introduce red word ‘her, my’

Read CV and CVC words
containing new sounds

Write initial and end sounds

Read short captions
containing known sounds

Letter formation

Phonics focus:

Introduce digraph sounds ss,
ll, ff

Introduce red word ‘into, of’

Read CV and CVC words
containing new sounds

Write initial and end sounds

Read short captions
containing known sounds

Letter formation

Phonics focus:

Consolidate set 1 sounds

Consolidate red words

Read CV and CVC words
containing new sounds

Write initial and end sounds

Read short captions
containing known sounds

Letter formation

T4W
One focus text learnt each half

term

If All the World Were…

Discuss our special family
members – what do we like to

If All the World Were…

Discuss our special family
members – what do we like

Elmer

Introduce the story

Elmer

Retell the story WAGOLL using

Elmer

Retell the story WAGOLL

Dream Snow

Introduce the story

Dream Snow

Read different stories about
Christmas and religious



Listening and responding to
stories, retelling using

modelled vocabulary e.g. Once
upon a time…

Engage in storytimes.

Retell the story, once they have
developed a deep familiarity
with the text, some as exact
repetition and some in their

own words.

Listen to and talk about stories
to build familiarity and

understanding.

do with them? Why are they so
special?

Compare to the lives of other
children, understand how our

families are different but we all
have someone who is special to

us.

to do with them? Why are
they so special?

Look at the message the
book is teaching us. Can they

think of any other stories
with hidden messages?

Retell the story WAGOLL
using actions

Introduce new vocabulary
‘unique’

Circle time saying what
makes us ‘unique’

actions

Introduce new vocabulary
‘young, old, fat, thin’

Use new vocabulary to
describe different characters in

the Elmer series.

using actions

Innovate the story – what
could happen on the

special Elmer day? What
could the elephants do to

celebrate?

Circle time discussing why
doesn’t Santa come to

everyone’s house?

Elf on the shelf – read and
write messages back to the

Elf.

Write letters to Santa in the
workshop.

Retell Elmer T4W – link
discussions about

celebrations to the message
in the Elmer story.

celebrations.

Elf on the shelf – read and
write messages back to the

Elf.

Write letters to Santa in the
workshop.

Retell Elmer T4W – link
discussions about

celebrations to the message
in the Elmer story.

Maths

Representing and comparing
numbers to 3.

Explore composition of
numbers to 3.

One more and one less to 3.

Positional language

Time

White Rose Maths –
It’s me 1, 2, 3!

White Rose Maths –
It’s me 1, 2, 3!

White Rose Maths –
It’s me 1, 2, 3!

White Rose Maths –
Light and Dark

White Rose Maths –
Light and Dark

White Rose Maths –
Light and Dark

White Rose Maths –
Consolidation Week

Understanding the world

Talk about members of their
immediate family and

community

Name and describe people
who are familiar to them.

Explore the natural world
around them.

Diwali – learn about the
religious celebration by

looking at pictures/videos and
artefacts in circle times and in

provision.

Ask a child who celebrates
Diwali to bring in pictures of
them celebrating with their

family and teach us about the
celebration.

Are they similar or different
to any other celebrations we

know?

Local Study:
My family tree. Develop an
understanding of old and

young.

Autumn Walk – go on a local
walk to spot Autumn

treasures. What do we notice
about what we see on the

way?

Ask parents if they have any
traditional clothes. Look at
patterns, textures, length
and talk about who and

when we wear them.

Strengthen the positive
impressions children have of
their own cultures and faiths,
and those of others in their
community, by sharing and

celebrating a range of
practices and special events.

Do we all celebrate the same
things? Why?

Bring in pictures with family
members celebrating.

Is everyone’s family the
same? 

Compare lots of different
celebrations we have learnt
about and think about what

is the same and different
about the celebrations.

Circle time discussing why
doesn’t Santa come to

everyone’s house?



Expressive arts and design

Explore, use and refine a
variety of artistic effects to

express their ideas and
feelings.

Return to and build on their
previous learning, refining
ideas and developing their
ability to represent them.

Create collaboratively,
sharing ideas, resources

and skills

Jackson Pollock Artwork

Create firework paintings
inspired by Jackson Pollock.

Watch videos of Jackson
Pollock creating artwork and
experiment using his style.

Colour mixing experiments in
outdoor area.

Introduce colour mixing using
powder paints

Use colour mixing frames to
help children learn about how
to mix colours using powder

paint.

Autumn Trees

Create observational
paintings using powder paint

– focus children how to
make orange and brown.

Elephant paintings

Use powder paints to create
an elephant painting –

explore what happens when
we mix black and white.

Elmer Collage

Create Elmer observational
collages. Draw an outline of

Elmer, then use coloured
squares to create a collage of

Elmer.

Christmas Trees

Christmas tree paintings
using powder paints. How

can we make green?

Nativity

Invite parents into school to
watch children perform the

Nativity.

Christmas Card

Use acrylic paints to create a
Christmas card – write a

message inside.

Development matters ‘in reception’

Activity


